BEHIND EVERY DOOR IS A STORY...

PRODUCT GUIDE
Thomas Armstrong founded his company 150 years ago with a simple principle, “Let the buyer have faith.” Today, the Armstrong Assurance is our commitment to providing the very best in service, quality and installation.

Armstrong knows your cabinets are not just a place to put your things. Behind those doors are some of your most treasured personal moments from your wedding china to the bowl your daughter made in art class. We know your cabinets, like your china, are a reflection of your style and personality.

For your home and lifestyle, we offer stylish products built with enduring value backed by the heritage of the Armstrong brand. With a variety of styles to choose from and customized solutions to keep you organized, Armstrong Cabinets is ready to be part of your story.

To learn more, visit armstrong.com
STORY TO LIFE...
STEP 1. FIND YOUR STYLE
As you think about your space, pull pages of favorite rooms from magazines or the Internet. Think about how you will live with those cabinets. Do you have a big family? Compact spaces? Are you a home gourmet or frequent entertainer?

STEP 2. THE PERFECT FIT
Once you have found your style, work with the professionals at Armstrong Cabinets who will create a customized computer layout of your cabinets and help you accurately measure your space and ensure a perfect fit.

STEP 3. DESIGN FOR YOUR LIFE
Organization is a key ingredient in any home. Think about the way you will use the room and the role your cabinets will play. Choose from a wide variety of storage options and accessories designed to maximize your space and create an efficient, organized and beautiful environment.

STEP 4. CONSIDER CONSTRUCTION
What you don’t see matters. Examine the long-term benefits and added value of Allwood construction and dovetail drawers to enhance the appearance and have beauty that lasts a lifetime.

STEP 5. THE FINISHING TOUCH
Pick the perfect hardware to match your home and style. Think about glass doors for your cabinets. The finishing touches will add your signature to the cabinets you have chosen.

STEP 6. ENJOY YOUR STORIES
Your new Armstrong cabinets will protect your treasures and be a part of your home and lifestyle for many years to come.
PERFECT FIT
The story behind our doors

As a leading manufacturer of high quality wood cabinets, along with ceilings and flooring, Armstrong recognizes the importance of protecting the environment and using resources responsibly. We are committed to good environmental stewardship in our dealings with customers, employees, the government and our community. To that end, we are systematically reducing our environmental footprint and providing products and services that enable our customers to reduce their environmental impact. Our cabinetry combines unmatched quality, style and function with sustainable attributes like recycled materials, low emitting composite wood and low VOC finishes.

Environmental Certification

All our cabinets are certified by the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program (ESP) recognizing our commitment to ensuring the responsible use of natural resources through sound environmental management and sustainable practices.

LEED® Credits

U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is the most comprehensive and widely used green building rating system in the world. Our cabinets can help you obtain LEED credits.
Rutledge™

Cafe finish shown
Add the beauty and charm of RUTLEDGE to your home. It mirrors the past with its simple, yet stylish Shaker appearance and classic charm. Its smooth finish accents the warmth and integrity of close-grained maple. Traditional or contemporary décor schemes can be achieved by its simple and practical appearance.

**RUTLEDGE** is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural
- Vanilla Cream
Waverly Vanilla Cream finish shown
For homeowners who love the look of natural hardwood cabinets but prefer the understated wood grain patterns and textures of maple, Armstrong offers WAVERLY and TIARA. The satin smooth, clear grain beauty of select maple offers a sophisticated styling impression. Full overlay, square raised panel doors with sculptured front edges complement any decorating theme.

WAVERLY & TIARA are available in the following finishes
Espresso and Café finishes shown
The sleek, clean lines found in MODERNO capture a European aesthetic – perfect for modern, contemporary style. Grandly scaled, Moderno is crafted from durable solid maple. Full overlay doors in a slab design with slightly radius edges and fully concealed hinges accentuate the simplicity.

MODERNO is available in the following finishes

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural
Vanilla Cream with Pewter Glaze finish shown
LEIGHTON reinterprets classic style that reflects the character and craftsmanship of yesterday with the clean, versatile styling of today. Its raised panel design allows for limitless decorating options. Beautiful solid maple with five-piece miter construction in door and drawer front.

LEIGHTON is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural
- Vanilla Cream
- Mocha Brown Glaze
- Café Brown Glaze
- Toffee Brown Glaze
- Toffee Caramel Glaze
- Natural Caramel Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Pewter Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Caramel Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Taupe Glaze
Café with Brown Glaze finish shown
Impeccable detail is what you’ll see in SEDONA. Intricate rope inlay adds depth and beauty to its genuine solid maple structure. The optional hand-rubbed glaze finish renders a warmth to its stylish appeal. Our most decorative and unique maple style, Sedona is destined to make a statement in any room.

**SEDONA** is available in the following finishes

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural
- Vanilla Cream
- Mocha Brown Glaze
- Café Brown Glaze
- Toffee Brown Glaze
- Toffee Caramel Glaze
- Natural Caramel Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Pewter Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Caramel Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Taupe Glaze
Vanilla Cream with Pewter Glaze finish shown (Espresso island)
TOWN&COUNTRY creates a clean transitional look with its classic bead board design. What’s unique about this style is its versatility. Create a casual country or uptown look – the choice is yours. The range of style direction is open to your creativity. Enjoy the casual elegance of natural maple in a cosmopolitan style.

TOWN&COUNTRY is available in the following finishes:
For hundreds of years furniture makers and interior designers have cherished the beauty of maple. BERKSHIRE offers the satin smooth, clear grain beauty of maple, giving a very sophisticated transitional styling advantage. Standard reveal doors with double waterfall inner and outer sculptured edges complement any decorating theme.

BERKSHIRE is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Cafe
- Toffee
- Natural
- Vanilla Cream
Serenity™

Vanilla Cream with Pewter Glaze finish shown
SERENITY featuring maple's natural uniform texture and subtle graining, produces a clean, sophisticated look. A decorative pillow edge in a full overlay door provides just the right detail. The optional hand-rubbed glaze finish allows for a personalized finishing touch.

SERENITY is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural
- Vanilla Cream
- Mocha Brown Glaze
- Café Brown Glaze
- Toffee Brown Glaze
- Toffee Caramel Glaze
- Natural Caramel Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Pewter Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Caramel Glaze
- Vanilla Cream Taupe Glaze
Mocha finish shown
With the look only a skilled artisan could create, CARUTH offers limitless options. Mortise and tenon joints provide the strength and durability found only in fine furniture. This smooth, flat panel standard reveal door offers visually limitless options for your room décor. Caruth is living proof that beauty and practicality can coexist.

CARUTH is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural
- Vanilla Cream
Espresso and Cinnamon finishes shown
The alluring beauty of ARBORCREST’S classic cherry wood is masterfully fashioned with a flair of modern day styling. The ever-popular Shaker style has a timeless look for any home’s décor. Crafted with solid cherry panels and frames, Arborcrest will provide years of beauty and elegance.

ARBORCREST is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Cordovan
- Mocha
- Cinnamon
- Crystal

Cinnamon finish shown
LaCerise & Olympus represent the pinnacle in the fusion of cabinet design and fine wood. The natural beauty of raised panel doors perfectly complement the solid or 5-piece drawer front. A harmony of material, form and presentation.

LaCerise & Olympus are available in the following finishes

- Espresso
- Cordovan
- Mocha
- Cinnamon
- Crystal

- Cordovan Brown Glaze
- Mocha Brown Glaze
- Cinnamon Brown Glaze
- Crystal Brown Glaze
Furnish your walls with traditional styling found in CIMARRON. Brillantly detailed with double step waterfall edge on the inner and outer edges, Cimarron cabinetry creates a unique and alluring décor.

**CIMARRON** is available in the following finishes:

- Espresso
- Cordovan
- Mocha
- Cinnamon
Traditional birch gives SIENA and TUSCANY a classic style. Its detailed door design allows for any accessory or personal fashion to be displayed in the home. French Country, Eclectic to Formal, the choice is yours.

**SIENA & TUSCAN**Y are available in the following finishes

- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Café
- Toffee
- Natural

- Mocha Brown Glaze
- Café Brown Glaze
- Toffee Caramel Glaze
- Natural Caramel Glaze

*Not available in Tuscany*
Solid plantation hardwood door frames feature exquisite grain patterns and door styling. BALI and CORONET offer the warmth of handcrafted furniture at an incredible value.

**BALI & CORONET** are available in the following finishes:

- **Bordeaux**
- **Mocha**
- **Chestnut**
- **Honey**
- **Pearl**
Honey and Bordeaux finishes shown
Clean styling expresses the look of CALIBRA. Its slab design gives infinite décor options and creates a statement of functional cabinetry with beautiful solid plantation hardwood graining.

**CALIBRA** is available in the following finishes

- Espresso
- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Chestnut
- Honey

*Espresso finish shown*
The combination of excellent craftsmanship, exceptional quality and superior value are expressed in HAMPTON and BRANFORD. These lines feature solid oak door frames and cabinet front frames. Its simple linear design and attention to detail complements any styling scheme.

HAMPTON & BRANFORD are available in the following finishes:

- Bordeaux
- Mocha
- Chestnut
- Wheat
- Honey
- Crystal
- Pearl
From urban chic to country casual, SUMMIT HILL, QUADRIC and SHASTA are a decorating delight. All door styles encompass the best of all decorating styles and the easy-care attributes. Clean and versatile, these cabinets open up the room visually and can be accented with any color scheme of your choice.

**Summit Hill, Quadric & Shasta** are available in the following finishes

- White
- Mocha*
- Maple Crystal*
- Maple Tahoe*

*Available in Shasta only

Shasta Maple Crystal finish shown
Inspire your creativity with ChefCenter, an efficient and functional area designed to make cooking and entertaining a pleasure. Organize pots, pans, utensils, oils and spices within hand’s reach and optimize your cooking space.

KidZone provides an engaging place for children to be entertained out of kitchen traffic but within sight of parents. A place for kids that allows creativity and fun in a safe environment that easily stores away.

Indulge yourself in luxury. Centered around the ladies vanity is SalonCenter – a self-contained pull-out system, allowing for organization of hair dryers, curling irons, and other vanity items. Several other cabinet accessories not only complete the bath, but make it work as good as it looks.

Everyday laundry made easy. LaundryCenter adds functionality, appeal and value to an essential part of the home that is becoming more important to today’s homeowners. Modular systems combine cabinets with pull-out baskets and ironing tables, and other convenient accessories.
Beyond the beautiful cabinets, there are other decisions to consider. Decorative accents can help create the look and feel you want. Personalize your cabinets to fit you.

**GLASS**

With decorative glass, you can select a subtle appearance such as clear or more opaque glass with frosted. Choose from several options and styles.

**HARDWARE**

There are numerous options in hardware shapes and finishes to complement any design from contemporary to traditional. See the difference decorative hardware can make to a room.

**FURNITURE QUALITY MOLDINGS**

Enhance the style and beauty of your cabinets with furniture quality decorative molding. All of our moldings and accents are available in all species and finishes.

Visit [www.armstrong.com](http://www.armstrong.com) for complete product offerings.
Glass

Hardware

Moldings
The right choices for quality construction

1. **FRONT FRAME** – 3/4” thick kiln dried solid hardwood
2. **HINGES** – 6-way adjustable concealed hinge with self-closing feature
3. **DRAWER FRONT** – 3/4” thick solid hardwood
4. **DRAWERS** – front, back and sides are nominal 1/2” thick hardwood. Bottoms are multi-ply hardwood
5. **DRAWER GUIDES** – Cushion-Tec®, side-mount, self-adjusting in-mounting brackets, built-in stop, self-closing and stay-closed features with a 100 lb. rated load capacity
6. **DOORS** – 3/4” thick wood doors
7. **SHELVES** – nominal 5/8” thick. Adjustable in all standard wall and base cabinets
8. **END PANELS** – nominal 1/2” thick dadoed to receive tops and bottoms. All end panels are inserted into dado in face frame and recessed 3/16”
9. **BACK PANEL** – 1/8” hardboard with maple grained or white interior surface
10. **TOP / BOTTOM PANELS** – nominal 1/2” thick

---

**Premier™**
Wood-based Composite on shelves, end panels, back panel, and top and bottom panels.

**Allwood™**
Genuine Allwood Cabinetry on shelves, end panels, back panel, and top and bottom panels.
- Incredible durability and strength from all plywood box construction
- Resistance to swelling from water exposure
- Easy maintenance and cleaning of interior protected by clear coat sealer finish
- Increases value of home with beauty that lasts a lifetime

---

**Elite Features**

**DOVETAIL DRAWERS**
Enhanced appearance, superior strength. 5/8” thick solid beech hardwood with dovetail joints. Bottoms are nominal 3/16” multi-ply hardwood birch plywood.

**SOFT-CLOSE / FULL-EXTENSION DRAWERS**
Quiet-close helps reduce drawer slamming and bounce back. Full-extension undermount guide opens drawer to provide easy access and reach all contents.

**SOFT-CLOSE DOOR DAMPENER**
Quiet-close helps reduce door slamming and bounce back.

**PULL OUT SHELF TRAYS**
Easy access to view and reach all contents.

*Elite Features are not standard and must be purchased individually.*
17-Step Furniture Quality Finish

Consistent quality, long-lasting color, and distinctive wood grain characteristics are your assurance of lasting beauty with Armstrong's exclusive 17-step finishing process.

1. Surfaces machine and hand sanded
2. Dust particles removed mechanically
3. Pre-stains applied evenly to provide base color uniformity
4. Stain is hand sprayed
5. Surfaces hand wiped or brushed with a soft china bristle brush
6. Stained products undergo slow drying process
7. Chemical resistant sealer is applied
8. Sealed products baked to ensure a complete cure
9. Sealed surfaces hand sanded with ultra fine sandpaper
10. Products are quality inspected
11. Catalyzed varnish is applied
12. Varnished products are pre-cured
13. Products placed into high velocity ovens
14. Surfaces sanded with ultra fine grit sandpaper
15. Final sanding dust is removed
16. Second coat of catalyzed varnish is applied
17. Final topcoat pre-cured and slow baked

Beauty and Natural Characteristics of Wood

Armstrong cabinetry is derived from the inherent qualities/characteristics of wood itself. Trees of the same species, even growing side by side, are affected differently by the climate and elements required for growth. Minerals (nutrients) are absorbed in different ways and at different rates, even within the same tree. These factors combine to create the distinctive beauty of characteristics like:

- Grain pattern variation
  (very open/wide grain contrasting with very close/tight grain)
- Grain color variation
  (from even and consistent grain color to varied and quite dramatic)
- Unique markings
  (such as dark “mineral” streaks and light-colored sap wood)

These variations can be present from cabinet to cabinet and within the same door/drawer front and are not considered defects. Clear or natural wood finishes permit the natural beauty of grain and color tone variations to show through. Opaque finishes provide greater consistency by hiding the natural wood variations.

Certifications and Warranty

Certified Cabinet
Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association
Certified Cabinet
Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association
Environmental Stewardship Program

Limited Lifetime and Limited 5 Year Warranty. For more details visit www.armstrong.com.